
HIGH VOLUME ORAL SOLID PACKAGING
FastPak  EXP™

A FULLY EXPANDABLE PACKAGING

SYSTEM THAT MEETS YOUR

PHARMACY NEEDS, REDUCES

COSTS, AND ENHANCES PATIENT

SAFETY

Supporting operational flexibility
The FastPak EXP accommodates any pharmacy’s
oral solid dispensing needs, with swappable
packaging sub-units that allow you to easily switch
between wide or narrow width packaging. Users
can create:

Unit dose or multi-dose packages,•
Narrow packaging for dispensing cabinets, or       •
30-day boxes•

This redundancy also limits device downtime in the
unlikely event that one unit becomes inactive. 

Smart Canisters speed replenishment and
accommodate a large formulary
The FastPak EXP enables you to expand your
capacity onsite, from 128 to 320+ oral solids with
optional Smart Canisters. The FastPak EXP auto-
matically detects the canister’s contents and up-
dates the medication database, regardless of where
the canister is placed inside a designated Smart
Drawer. These innovative Smart Canisters can be
interchanged quickly and provide an almost unlim-
ited formulary, making it ideal for pharmacies
serving multiple facilities.

Affordable barcoding at the point of care
Dispensing oral solids with barcodes is a critical
first step toward enhancing patient safety. The
FastPak EXP, coupled with the optional Barcoding
Station, brings you an affordable 100% barcoding
solution.
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Saves nursing time
The FastPak EXP facilitates medication
administration with easy-to-open unit dose and
multi-dose packaging. The device fosters
compliance and convenience because every pack-
age can be clearly labeled with drug name, strength
and description; and if desired, patient name and
administration time.



EXPANDABLE ORAL SOLID

PACKAGING AND BARCODING

SYSTEM

Specifications

Oral Solid       
Canisters

330cc each, up to 320 total
canisters, (optional) Smart
Canisters-limitless

Universal Tray 64 medications on board

Packaging Size 43mm W x 60mm H (narrow)
74mm W x 55mm or 80mm H (wide)

Package Printing Black

Barcode Formats 39, 128, PDF417, and Data Matrix

Interfaces Flat files, HL7 messaging for ODBC
transferred via diskette, on-line
serial or network communications

Dispensing       
Accuracy

99.5% accuracy for both unit and
multi-dose dispensing

Dispensing Speed Up to 65 pouches per minute

Dimensions 41” W X 31” D X 82 ¼” H
(78” H upon delivery)

Weight 1,234 lbs.

Power 
Requirements

115VAC, 60Hz, 437W, 3.8 amps

Secondary Lower
Packaging Unit

147.5 lbs., 32”W X 28”D X 26”H
(Optional)
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System Highlights
Batch filtering allows the user to filter data•
in/out based on various patient-specific
criteria. This feature provides greater flexibility
in overall batch management prior to
dispensing.
Batch queuing improves workflow by enabling•
preparation of two batches at a time.
UPS Class B packaging material for beyond-•
use dating of up to one year.
The skip-med feature provides the ability to•
continue dispensing when a particular
medication is depleted. Skipped medications
are assigned to a separate batch to be
dispensed later.
A universal tray is available for slower-moving,•
odd-shaped, or half-tablets; uses fill-to-light
feature for accuracy.
Flexible labeling options allow users to•
customize unit dose and multi-dose packaging.

Components
FastPak EXP packager•
Windows® Server 2008•
Windows 7 client•
Touch screen monitor•
Keyboard with mouse•
Universal tray•
Laser printer•
Cart•
Biometric reader•
Canister label printer•
Lower packaging unit cover (only applicable•
when purchasing an additional LPU)

Replenishment Kit (optional)
Barcode scanning verifies that the correct bulk oral
solid medication is being added to the correct
canister in the correct location. The scale
determines average pieceweight of individual
medications and stores this information in the
database to automatically calculate subsequent
canister replenishment. The scale is accurate to at
least 99.5% and can be used as a stand-alone
counter.  The kit includes:

Counting scale•
Barcode scanner•
All necessary connections•
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